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RocketBox Pro
"Elevating Productivity: Where High Demand Meets High Output"

The RocketBox Pro represents a cutting-edge, high-performance pre-roll machine 
designed specifically to meet the demands of co-packers, white labelers and larger 

producers requiring robust flexible and high capacity pre-roll production capabilities.

Medium to large high volume producers, MSO’s, cannabis co-packers & white labelers.

Overview

Target Market

Price

$49,950

Includes: RB Pro, 10 Bottom Trays, 5 Top Trays & 2 Loading Boxes

Fills: 84mm, 98mm and 109mm, Custom Sizes (Dog walker)

Tray Types: 72-joint tray and 143-joint tray*

RocketBox Pro Dimensions



Key 
Information

37" height x 22" depth x 61.75" width

 

RocketBox Pro Weight: Approx. 320lb

Power: Standard 110v 15a

Competitors: Futorola KnockBox 300, Hummingbird, and large all-in-
one competitors such as Pre-RollER, Aphex, JuanaRoll, Hesfestus, 
Leafy Pack, Actiontec, when Pro is used in a complete STM system.

Key
Features

Produce up to 3000+ Pre-Rolls Per Hour with 2-3 people*
Produce up to 40,000+ Per Day with 2-4 people*
Run Multiple Joint Sizes at Once with Multiple Independent 
Stations
Run Multiple Strains at Once with Multiple Independent Stations
Automatic & Customizable Timers. Manual Mode.
Automated Lift Plate for More Accurate Filling
Integrated Catch Tray for Easy Cleaning
Designed for Fast Easy Operation, Maintenance and Cleaning

What separates it from the competition?

There is no other machine like it on the market. Because of multiple 

independent stations, no other machine can run multiple strains or 

sizes at once allowing co-packers to fulfill multiple orders 

simultaneously & e�ciently. Downtime is a thing of the past! It is fast, 

e�cient and easy to use and clean.

Why would someone buy this over 5 Mini-RocketBoxes?

Stand alone Mini-RocketBoxes do not have the same features as the 

5 autonomous Mini-RocketBoxes used in the pro version. These 

unique features include: auto mode with built-in timers, automated 

lift plates, overfill catch trays  and quick swappable/replaceable parts 

for limited downtime, all contained in a complete single unit. 

How does it fit into the One-Tray Workflow?

The Pro was specifically designed to be the high volume production 

pre-roll unit to the RocketBox line up. The Pro can seamlessly 



* Results will di�er depending on the material, strain, equipment, personnel, facility, controls and the specific processes employed. STM is dedicated 

to helping you attain optimal results through our equipment and processes.

Frequently
Asked
Questions

integrate into STM’s one tray workflow system using the 72-joint 

trays. Pair it with the LaunchPad scale, Atomic Closer & Astro Infuser 

for the ultimate in unmatched high volume pre-roll production.

How many people can run the RocketBox Pro?  

One person can run the machine, however, we recommend at least 2 

people for e�ciency. If using the Pro in STM’s one-tray workflow 

system, 3-4 people is recommended to maximize production output.

What is the automated lift plate?

Each of the five units within the RocketBox Pro has an independently 

controlled automated lift plate. The lift plate levels the cones from 

the bottom up to provide more even filling to achieve your target 

weights.  

How does the built-in timer work and save time?

Each of the five units within the RocketBox Pro has an independently 

controlled built-in timer set from 15 seconds to 3 minutes. This 

improves e�ciency by allowing you to set the timer, add material and 

move to the next unit while insuring accurate filling and packing 

within your specified times.

Selling Point 
vs Competitors

What is the advantage of the RocketBox Pro over other machines?

Zero downtime.
Up to 5000+ an hour. The most in its class.
Cost e�ective vs all-in-ones can cost up to 10x as much.
Full control over every part of the process.
Run multiple joint sizes at once. No other machine can do this.
Run multiple strains at once. No other machine can do this.
Easier to operate, maintain and clean than any other machine. An 
uncomplicated, high-volume production workhorse.
Built-in timers or automated lift plates which is unique to STM.
Built to last as a high output, bulletproof machine with buttons 
and switches which can last 100,000 clicks.
Quick swappable replacement parts.
Fits seamlessly into the One-Tray workflow system with the 
Atomic Closer, LaunchPad scale and Astro Infuser.
One-year parts and labor warranty.
All STM Products are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.




